To The Public Standards Committee
Further To our earlier evidence, we draw the following to your
attention,
As a result of the content of a recent House of Lord Debate
instigated by Baroness Kramer by the reading of her private
members bill, The office for the whistleblower.
During this debate Baroness Kramer made a number of such
blatantly false statements that we wrote to the parliamentary
commissioner for standards. Sending them the below evidenced
document.
The facts we raised with the Parliamentary Commissioner.
Response To Office for The Whistleblower Debate
Friday 25th June 2021
A Report by Eileen Chubb ©
Please note* Due to helpline obligations, this is our first opportunity to
respond to the assertions made in this debate.
As with all the work of Compassion in Care, this report is evidenced
based.
Introduction
We have previously fully responded to all proposed UK Whistleblowing
laws. The office for the whistleblower proposal has required further
responses due to the serious risk it poses to our beneficiaries.
Our helpline data shows that over 94% of over 9 thousand
whistleblowers contacting our helpline cannot access the laws
protection. This is the tip of the iceberg. Those contacting us and the
Whistler,m are predominantly frontline workers, on low pay, with little or
no savings; they have no buffer, their courage is all the more

extraordinary because of their circumstances. Every day I speak to
genuine whistleblowers, who want above all else for the abuse, harm,
and other wrongdoing to be stopped.
The existence of this 94% shames the law, the government and most of
all those who see whistleblowers as a personal opportunity for their own
agenda. Baroness Kramer, WBUK, the APPG on whistleblowing and all
those connected with them, have repeatedly denied the existence of the
94% for one reason only, there is no profit to made from them. This 94%
have no value to anyone other than those whose lives depend on these
whistleblowers being heard, perversely the very essence of
whistleblowing is putting others before self, is under attack by those who
put their own agenda first.
This report will use Baroness Kramer’s own words as recorded in
Hansard to prove the dishonesty and the lies involved.
The 94% are not heard in parliament because they do not have the
financial clout to gain access, to fund an APPG or to push through a law.
The office for the Whistleblower, the APPG on Whistleblowing and its
secretariat, WBUK are ethically and financially compromised on an
unprecedented scale. We ask only that you read the text of the debate,
taken from Hansard and compare it to the factual, incontrovertible
evidence that fully contradicts the assertions being made by Baroness
Kramer.
Baroness Kramer, “The scandals exposed by whistleblowers range
from care homes, the NHS, policing, the prison service and transport
projects to financial institutions-many of those unfortunately -and
many private companies. Research by the chartered institute of fraud
has found that 42% of all internal fraud is identified by Whistleblowers.
Response, re the sentence “Financial institutions-many of those
unfortunately”
This statement is clearly emphasizing financial fraud as the most
predominant sector in whistleblowing numbers. This is further reinforced
by quoting data from the Chartered Institute of Fraud. This statement is
completely misleading and untruthful.

PIDA Prescribed regulators are supposed to publish all whistleblowing
reports annually. We have selected some of the most recently published
data.
Financial
FCA

1.046

HMRC 13.640 (Due to furlough Fraud) Please Note HMRC states
that not all of these cases relate to whistleblowing.
Health & Safety
9. 591
Health and Social Care
FTSU 20.388
NMC

192

CQC Data Unavailable
Healthwatch Data Unavailable

Data Protection
ICO

309

Charity Commission
431
The APPG on whistleblowing survey published in 2019 stated that only
6.9% of respondents were from the financial sector, with the largest
numbers being from healthcare. It is concerning that all those connected
to this APPG are using evidence from whistleblowers as a veneer of
credibility but are only emphasising those facts that suit. The record

shows the priorities of Baroness Kramer, The APPG on whistleblowing
and WBUK has always been financial whistleblowing.
This contravenes the rule of law, all whistleblowers must be equally
protected by law.
Baroness Kramer
“The first phase of the work of the APPG for whistleblowing focused on
providing a platform for whistleblowers to describe their experiences and
recommend reforms…Crucially it recommended the creation of an
independent office for the whistleblower”
My Response
Completely Untrue The office for the whistleblower in its current form first
appeared on the WBUK website as early as 2015. This law was always
the aim from the outset. To say that it was formulated by the APPG on
whistleblowing as a result of evidence collected is entirely untrue.

Baroness Kramer
“I have never heard of a regulator intervening in an employment tribunal
case even though this is where most employees who speak out end up”
My Response
I will deal with the first line of the above statement regarding regulators
intervening in a later section.
The false assertion that most whistleblowers end up in employment
tribunals is again entirely untrue. Baroness Kramer knew this statement
to be untrue, the truth is that all connected to the APPG on
Whistleblowing are only interested in whistleblowers who can access the
law, they have never been interested in those whistleblowers, the 94%
who cannot access the law, yet this is perversely where the most
injustice exists.

Baroness Kramer’s words have betrayed her real agenda, what kind of
law do you think, Office for The Whistleblower would be, when the
priorities are just 6% of all whistleblowers. A law built on a lies alleged to
protect those, who speak truth.
WBUK states that most whistleblowers are professionals and from senior
management.
Over 94% of whistleblowers contacting Compassion in Care, are front
line workers on low pay, they cannot access the law. This is the vast
majority of whistleblowers, the unprofitable, poorly paid who cannot
afford to pay WBUK the hundred pounds an hour and hefty percentage
from any Tribunal Award.
Do not just take our helpline evidence alone but look at the independent
evidence that fully validates what we are saying as opposed to what
Baroness Kramer, WBUK and the APPG are stating.
Baroness Kramer clearly states, “Most whistleblowers end up in tribunal”
We state 94% are failed from the outset
We rely for our case on the independent factual Data available, the
following is taken from Employment Tribunals and the BEIS Department.
Parliamentary Undersecretary of state BEIS Lord Callanan
“There were 35,000 whistleblowing disclosures made to prescribed
persons in 2018-19”
*Please note, those who contact a prescribed regulator to raise
concerns, will have mostly raised those concerns with their employer first
and then gone to a regulator because no action was taken by the
employer.
Whistleblowing disclosures made to regulators 2018-19
35,000
Employment Tribunal cases lodged in 2018-19
2,599
Even post Covid when whistleblowing disclosures were at an all-time
high, only 3,128 Employment Tribunal cases were lodged.

Our evidence shows that the act of whistleblowing to a prescribed
regulator results in whistleblowers being constructively dismissed. It’s
the act of going to a regulator that is viewed as the ultimate treachery.
Baroness Kramer has made no error, she has lied in the process of
pushing through her law. Its hard enough being a whistleblower, imagine
struggling to live, trying to access justice but being failed because you
did not save up before reporting abuse; and then you hear the words of
Baroness Kramer, “Most whistleblowers end up in Employment
Tribunals”
Baroness Kramer, The APPG on Whistleblowing and WBUK and all
those who have engaged and given credence to them, have all aided
and abetted this dishonesty and gross injustice.
Most whistleblowers resign because they cannot continue to work in
such hostile conditions. Most whistleblowers are not sacked they are
targeted until they break, they go sick with stress and are forced to
resign.
If you want to read more about what its like to work in such hostile
conditions, I suggest you read Dismantling the facade

Baroness Kramer
“One objection raised in opposition to creating an office for the
whistleblower is the cost it would take to set up and run, to that I say
this: the money lost through scandals corruption far outweighs the cost it
would take to run this office. But in pounds, shillings and pence, the
financial penalties from one successful prosecution of financial abuse
would pay for the office for years- a good example is the £45 million fine
from the Lloyds reading fraud case”
My Response If ten whistleblowers contacted, ( OFTW) The Office for
The Whistleblower, 2 cleaners, 5 care workers, 1 student nurse and 2
financial sector whistleblowers, would all these ten staff members have
equal access to justice?

When the existence of such an organisation as OFTW depends solely
for its income on fines from the prosecution of financial/banking sector
cases.
Would there be any underlying prejudice in how some of these 10 cases
were supported?
Could there be a blatant flaw in the logic being put forward?
Of course, the system would favour those cases that were the most
lucrative, these are the cases that would pay the wages of the OFTW,
and any crumbs left will be thrown to everyone else. The 94% are
worthless in the bigger picture. This is why Baroness Kramer, WBUK
and the APPG on whistleblowing highlight fraud and financial
whistleblowing so much, why they deny the very existence of the 94%.
If a case of alleged whistleblowing is asking for damages in the region of
a million pounds, are WBUK currently more likely to support such
cases? The answer to this is yes, it’s clearly evidenced on the record.
They have no interest at all in the 94%, in fact WBUK have publicly
stated, that” Most whistleblowers are professionals from senior
management positions. “
This is the lie that betrays the 94%, the deliberate denial of their
existence. This false narrative contaminates all those connected to the
office for whistleblower, whose only allegiance is their own self-interest,
no matter what the cost. But the cost is paid with human suffering every
hour, of every day across this country. After every avoidable scandal,
avoidable loss of life, national disaster, people will ask, how could this
happen? This is exactly why, when the UK had a chance to change
things, they allowed lies and greed to prevail.

Baroness Kramer
“I have never heard of a regulator intervening in an Employment Tribunal
case”
My Response

Baroness Kramer is well aware of the BUPA 7 case, it was the very first
PIDA case and has been extensively written about, including two books.
The Office for the Whistleblower relies on the myth that they would
ensure regulators acted on whistleblowers concerns, leaving aside all
the evidence we have gathered regarding the fundamental failures of
regulators.
Let’s imagine a perfect case example, a case where all the wrong doing
was investigated robustly and upheld and where a regulator intervened
in an Employment Tribunal case,
Would that be enough to stop the abusers continuing to harm?
The regulators evidence to the Tribunal was that BUPA secretly
redeployed the most dangerous abuser to other BUPA homes against
the regulators recommendations. The abuse continued and was later
exposed in the media.
Would that be enough for the whistleblowers to obtain Justice?
The evidence from the prescribed regulator was ignored and the judge
gave assurances to BUPA that the regulators inquiry report, which fully
upheld the abuse, would not be disclosed in the proceedings.

The PIDA prescribed regulator gave evidence on oath at the Ashford
Employment Tribunal that the BUPA 7 whistleblowers were telling the
truth about both the abuse of vulnerable people and the harassment of
the whistleblowers as a result of whistleblowing. (Court Statements
available on request)
This is the reason that the BUPA 7 appealed to parliament at the time for
a full inquiry and why we now campaign for a jury led inquiry into all
whistleblowers failed, you cannot build justice on injustice any more than
you can build it on lies.

On the issue of suppressing vital court evidence in whistleblowing cases,
we note we are the only UK organisation that has noted and objected to
the clause in the current, Health and Care Act 2021, which would
suppress such evidence in future.
103

Admissibility of reports

(1)

A final report, an interim report and the draft of a final or interim report sent to
a person under section 101 are not admissible in any proceedings within
subsection (2).

(2)

Those proceedings are—
(a) proceedings to determine civil or criminal liability in respect of any
matter;
(b)
proceedings before any employment tribunal;

Baroness Kramer infers that a regulator intervening in a whistleblowing
case would offer some protection to whistleblowers. Baroness Kramer,
the APPG and WBUK are all fully aware of the BUPA 7 case, the first
PIDA case made a mockery of both PIDA and makes a mockery of the

proposals of an OFTW, this is why the BUPA 7 case and Edna’s Law
have been the target of sustained malicious allegations made by WBUK.
We cannot say too much at this point on the separate issue of the
malicious allegations for legal reasons we do not wish to prejudice a
police inquiry.
But we can say that charities and campaign groups who blow the whistle
on serious malpractice by those in parliament and suffer retribution as a
direct result should be given whistleblower protection.
Baroness Kramer
“I think we can all agree that regulators work hard to ensure that the
confidentiality of whistleblowers is protected”
CQC gave whistleblowers names to employer
We were asked by the Charity Commission why we did not inform
employers when whistleblowers contacted us?
Summery
We totally agree with some of the comments of Lord Berkley of
Knighton from the same debate,
“I do not expect the minister to agree with everything I am about to say
but surely an important example needs to be set by those holding the
highest offices in the land instead of which there seems to be a more
determined effort than ever to ride out scandals simply ignore wide calls
for resignations and tough it out this is relevant because it undermines
the principle of accountability….”
Response We agree with the above comments and ask Lord Berkley to
carefully consider all the evidence.
Many MPs and Peers have been provided with whistleblowing training
by WBUK, many would call this groomed on the OFTW, courtesy of a
parliamentary pass, which has allowed this deceit to flourish. We do not
blame those MPs and peers who have clearly been lied to (With the
exception of those who were, or are members of the APPG on
whistleblowing)

But we ask those MPs and peers who have been deliberately lied to and
misled, to have the courage of a whistleblower and stand up and admit
they were misled and call for accountability.
Baroness Kramer, The APPG on whistleblowing and WBUK have lied to
both houses, have knowingly put forward a law that would hugely benefit
both the funders of and members of the APPG on whistleblowing, The
OFTW will make millions for the compliance and legal industry’s.
Constantine Cannon will no doubt be one of the OFTW accredited law
firms proposed.

The Nolen principles

This report is going to the Standards Select Committee, there is no other
parliamentary entity that will act on blatant lies and dishonesty.
If whistleblowing is about anything it must be about truth.

Eileen Chubb on behalf of the 94%
Compassion in Care
The Whistler

The Response from the Parliamentary Commissioner

Ms Eileen Chubb

13 December 2021

Dear Ms Chubb,
Thank you for your email of 6 December concerning the conduct
of Baroness Kramer. In accordance with the Code of Conduct for
Members of the House of Lords (the ‘Code of Conduct’), I have
conducted a preliminary assessment of your complaint to
determine whether it falls within the scope of the Code of Conduct
and my remit to investigate.
Your complaint is that Baroness Kramer is in breach of the Code
of Conduct because of her alleged misconduct in debates on
whistleblowing, as well as allegedly failing to prevent misconduct
on the part of Whistleblowers UK.
I have carried out a preliminary assessment of the complaint and
decided I am unable to investigate it. Paragraph 140 in the Guide
to the Code of Conduct requires that complaints “must also be
supported by evidence sufficient to establish a prima facie case
that the Code has been breached”.
Your complaint is not supported by any evidence to suggest that
Baroness Kramer is in breach of the Code of Conduct. In
particular, I have seen no evidence to support your suggestion
that Baroness Kramer deliberately lied to the House. Additionally,
members are covered by parliamentary privilege during the
course of debates and proceedings in the House, and in these
instances, I am unable to investigate alleged breaches of the
Code. Your other complaints (points 2 and 3) do not appear to
include a parliamentary dimension and are therefore outside the
remit of the Code. Therefore, in this instance, Baroness Kramer’s
conduct does not fall within the scope of the Code and I am unable
to investigate.
I will also write to Baroness Kramer to let her know your complaint
has been made but that it will go no further in the Lord’s
disciplinary process.

In reaching my conclusions about your complaint I have only
considered whether the conduct alleged engaged the Code of
Conduct. I have taken no view on issues raised and my
conclusions should not be read as such.
Yours sincerely,
Akbar Khan Commissioner for Standards”
My response
Clearly Baroness Kramer has lied, she is promoting a private members
bill on whistleblowing, she speaks at numerous events on the issue of
whistleblowing and such a level of ignorance might be credible in
someone with no insight or knowledge or an issue but is certainly not
credible in Baroness Kramer’s situation. Therefore, explain her
statements?
WBUK and the APPG on Whistleblowing are evidenced as being only
interested in whistleblowers who can access court, because this is
where the profit is. All evidenced on our website.
There has been much discussion about standards in public life, the
conduct of Baroness Kramer, the APPG on Whistleblowing and WBUK
is comprehensively evidenced and yet is excused again and again.
Lying in the house is allowed, is protected no matter how damaging and
outrageous the lies are.
Clearly, we the public have a very different idea of moral conduct to
those regulating parliament. If any member of the public told blatant lies
in the course of their employment, they would be sacked for gross
misconduct, if someone in parliament does the same, they are beyond
the law.
We are not asking for parliamentary privilege to be removed, we are
asking that blatant lies told in order to mislead or promote the agenda of
vested interests should be held accountable.
The parliamentary Commissioner has asked us for evidence, we
provided full evidence, does the Commissioner dispute the data we cited
from the BEIS Department?
We have clearly presented the facts; however, these facts are not to
tolerated by the Parliamentary Commissioner.

Truth matters to us, it matters to the public and one day we sincerely
hope it will matter to those in parliament, but our trust is badly shaken by
the wall of denial that is encountered when raising valid concerns.
We ask the Standards Committee to publish our evidenced concerns.
Eileen Chubb

